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 LETTERING PHOTOGRAPHY  —bulbs 
plates ash tray 
brown

 after school—sculpture
 folk dancing 7:45
 (didn’t go) ask Jack about Arlene’s party
 my first birthday present

had trouble with photography instructor I always feel I want  
to fight or attack him. I think he reminds me of daddy. He can’t 
converse; he must instill his authority. He reacts in just the 
form he claims he is against . . . a terror.

 Keep thinking of Joey. I really miss him. Poor Joey my 
experimenting with human nature concerning my relationship 
to the world makes him always the testing material. I might be 
afraid of the outcome of each new time we see each other, it 
might mean the freedom of—I so wanted to see you I thought 
you too might I felt it so strong that you up and came to  
NY despite my previous request of your remaining at the base. 

Why I haven’t written? this question I can’t answer at all . . .

    home awful*
2:00 PM Dr. Papanek  —Joey—Jack
    presents—guilty
    over—under 
    looks

Fine till after I saw Dr. —Went home had a lot to do but was  
so anxious I couldn’t begin anywhere. Went downstairs to  
do one of my chores the curtains. I sometimes like to browse 
thru 5 & 10 but didn’t buy dye. Had bad experience 3 times  
with sales people, for non reasons. One directed to counter as 
I was walking I spotted something which caught my eye  
“It’s at the next counter I told you.” No. 2 approaches I say  
I’m looking for black “Black for drapes odd?” leave store feel 
still bad go to buy socks and inquire about stole. Know the 
store well enough not just to inquire as they make you feel 
that’s impossible. He was most indignant when I said I just 
wanted the socks He even wanted to put it away for me. I felt 
safe and firm as I was buying something.
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architecture
Mimi

can’t really explain the reasons why. But [2 words illegible] it’s  
3 wks deep into a 5 wk arch. problem, of which I haven’t begun 
to think. It’s very much on my mind but I keep pushing it out. 
Do I want trouble or a worry like this hanging over me. I have 
to have an A-1 job. I feel I’m not qualified at all to even judge 
this type of work. I don’t know how to begin.

am not looking
forward 4 graphics – new plates
group

 I hope all goes well with Eddie. He has so many problems 
and know the hardest to suffer. It must be mixed up with  
a lot of reasons thoughts. But you, my writer unto where have 
your words transgressed? I miss you so much. Called your 
parents, in hope of hearing you. I’m afraid I’m getting serious 
not because of my love for you but because it’s a way for me  
to escape my problems at home. and that tomorrow I meet 
someone else maybe someone in a position to enter matrimony 
will I accept.

Group was horrible. I dislike it very much—tonite we 
heard a story of which we knew the ending. Ginny said Rosie 
and Pat really wanted to Help. Myself? Ginny then Peggy 
missed Rosie for coffee. Myself. You nodded to Rosie as having 
mentioned something which I or I too mentioned.  

As I write I can see more clearly and can answer the questions. 
Thank you.
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Sun.—class picnic  [illegible]
1. ARCHITECTURE

2. LETTERING—
a) [illegible]     1)
    B) pick up Skowhegan folio
      2) visit
c) titles, d) title page e) [illegible]   with work
3) Go to Spellman—visit Mimi   Heller Gal.
4) Look up scholarship

     Educational Aids—
 tell Pap    1127 E. Pkwy
 Heller called   PR-3-2002
 lettering class on Wed.  Why—
     [illegible]

   
 
1. paintings & cardboard 107 (sun glasses)
school draw—2 D room
 locker
 sculpture
 library, books, fine
2.      Friday
job  from  16 to end June   1. picnic, Heller, group
3.  dorm    Sat Larry—
4.  finance   
     Sun—CCNY boatride
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